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Methodology 
  

The methodology used in determining what issues affect the WYRD-FM listening area is a 

combination of interview, telephone, and personal contact with:  

  

  

1. The listening public (daily concerns)  

  

2. Government leaders and public officials  

  

3. Community leaders of the Upstate (volunteer and non-profit agencies)  

  

4. Upstate business leaders  

  

5. Area educators  

  

 

Public Affairs programming aired by WYRD-FM is designed to address the needs, concerns, 

problems and issues of the aforementioned individuals.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



 

ISSUES AND CONCERNS 
4th Quarter 2020 

  

  
 Public Trust in Media 

 Civil Unrest 

 Education Performance  

 High Taxation  

 Local Elections 

 National Elections 

 Health 

 Job Training  

 Illegal Immigration  

 National Security 

 Morality  

 Unemployment  

 Race Relations 

 Crime  

 Safe Driving  

 Tax appropriation  

 Government Corruption 

 Rule of Law 

 Law Enforcement 

 Gang Activity 

 Terrorism 

 Religious Freedom 

 Entertainment 

 Parenting 

 Drug Trafficking 

 Personal and Household Finances 

 Election Integrity 

  
  

 

 

  



 

DAILY TOPICS 
Q4 – October, November, December 2020 

The Tara Show – Weekdays 6 AM – 10 AM 
Programming content included discussion with listeners and experts in the associated field of discussion. 

 Thursday 10/1/20: Greenville County School District reports 15% drop in kindergarten 
enrollment; How the pandemic has changed the way we do business in America; The Left 
has to create fake hatred from groups like Proud Boys to justify their rioting and violence; 
Democrats caught on hot mics calling pandemic masks “political theater”; Revelation that 
Hillary’s campaign made up the Russian collusion narrative raises questions about what 
else they made up; Minneapolis City Council walking back their promise to dismantle their 
police department; AP Style Book issues Orwellian restrictions on the words “riot” and 
“looting” over racial bias fears; Openly calling for leftist violence doesn’t violate 
Twitter’s Terms of Service but condemning leftist violence does; New York Times 
surprisingly fact-checks Joe Biden on his lies during the debate; Papa Murphy’s offering 
prize for oldest frozen pizza in someone’s freezer; The Democrat agenda leads to one-
party rule 

 Friday 10/2/20: #ThereIsAGod trending on Twitter as liberal trolls celebrate Trump’s 
positive COVID-19 test; Black leaders of Proud Boys unequivocally disavow white 
supremacy in response to MSM’s false reports; NBA Finals ratings down 45% in worst drop 
in history; Left using century-old Marxist tactics to get groups to destroy themselves; The 
Media refuse to acknowledge Trump’s repeated denouncement of white supremacist 
groups; Democrats want to make it legal to hire illegal aliens; Dems still holding up 
pandemic stimulus out of spite; The only issue is what’s important to the elites writing 
the checks; If the Left can’t beat opponents through debate they just cancel them; Biden 
still lying about supporting Green New Deal; President Obama was informed by John 
Brennan that Hillary was colluding with Russians to peddle lies about Trump; Trump 
didn’t make his economic case well enough in the debate 

 Monday 10/5/20: Mainstream media criticizes Trump both for staying in hospital and for 
leaving hospital; With complete disregard for hypocrisy Pelosi scolds Trump for not 
wearing a mask; NBC News admitting that Sweden set the example for handling the 
pandemic; What Trump losing will cost America; President Obama was informed by John 
Brennan that Hillary was colluding with Russians to peddle lies about Trump; Mail-in 
voting confusion is intentional; Having to vote for Lindsey Graham to avoid Jamie 
Harrison; FBI wants the power to approve which candidates are eligible to run for 
President; Nobody seems to know why Trump won’t declassify documents about Hillary’s 
coup against him; Car seat size influencing parents’ decisions to have more kids; New 
audio of BLM founder praising property damage and looting 

 Tuesday 10/6/20: The Left goes bonkers over Trump’s statement about standing strong 
against coronavirus; Car seat size influencing parents’ decisions to have more kids; NC 
candidate juggled running for US Senate along with balancing a wife and two mistresses; 
FBI studiously avoided investigating purported Russian hacking of DNC servers; The Left 
was completely duped by Hillary’s fake Russia collusion story; Liberals didn’t have a 
problem letting convicts with COVID-19 out of prison but do have a problem letting Trump 
out of the hospital; WHO claims 750 million people globally have contracted COVID-19; 
NBA Finals continue ratings plummet; Supreme Court struck down SC waiver of 
requirement for witness signature on absentee ballots; BLM founded as a Marxist 



 

organization instead of a racial justice organization; Capacity issues at state parks like 
Paris Mountain; People wearing masks outside and in their cars; Analyzing latest 
presidential race polling; Far-left Portland mayor Ted Wheeler isn’t far left enough for 
Portland; Democrats planning to pack the Supreme Court and open the borders if Joe 
Biden wins 

 Wednesday 10/7/20: Trump declassifies all the Russia-gate documents (again) but 
whether they’re actually released still depends on Deep State bureaucrats; Trump 
bizarrely owns stimulus standoff instead of blaming it on Democrats; It’s too late for 
declassified documents to help Trump; More media outlets admitting states didn’t need 
to shut down in response to the pandemic; NYC Mayor DeBlasio rounding up Jews in the 
streets for practicing their religion; Michelle Obama says complaining about left-wing 
riots is racist; Allum Bokhari exposes Facebook and Google implementing social media 
scoring to censor and cancel people; NBA Finals continue ratings plummet; Trump is in a 
photo-finish race right now; Politicians have no fear of COVID-19 while mandating fearful 
policies 

 Thursday 10/8/20: Harris got away with so many lies during the VP debate; Harris claims 
Biden won’t end fracking and fossil fuels despite reams of audio and video to the 
contrary; Kamala Harris will be the president if Joe Biden wins; Intelligence community 
slow-walking Trump’s declassification order as predicted; Putin praises Democrat Party’s 
sympathies to Soviet-style socialism; Liberal privilege protects violent rioters but not 
their victims; Biden and Harris continue to evade questions on packing the Supreme 
Court; European Union copying Trump’s tariff strategy because it was so effective; Just 
announced 2nd presidential debate will be virtual (Trump says he won’t participate); Why 
we have to hold our noses and vote for Lindsey Graham; South Carolinians largely support 
closing primaries but elected officials won’t vote for it; Trump just executively rewrote B 
visas to make it more expensive for businesses to hire them than Americans; Watch where 
the candidates campaign to see what they’re worried about 

 Friday 10/9/20: JIM BOHANAN FILLS IN FOR TARA: Nancy Pelosi desperately attempting 
another coup against Trump by invoking 25th Amendment; Biden drools over underage 
girls; Trump should participate in debates to give Biden more chances to embarrass 
himself; US military considering “softer” basic training to the detriment of soldiers; 
Reminiscing about time spent in the military; Packing the Supreme Court didn’t work so 
well the last time the Democrats tried it; Should felons who have paid their debt to 
society be allowed to vote 

 Monday 10/12/20: Lindsey Graham panicking that challenger Jamie Harrison has raised 
record-breaking $57 million; Whether the polling is accurate or not; Joe Biden still 
refuses to answer questions about court packing because the voters don’t deserve to 
know; Antifa racked up another kill but the Media are predictably covering it up; Biden 
keeps describing himself as a “transition candidate”; Yelp and other social media helping 
leftist cancel culture target businesses; Former DNI Richard Grenell locked out of his 
Twitter account for posting pictures of mail-in ballots sent to long-dead people 

 Tuesday 10/13/20: Democrats change language (again) to accuse Trump of packing the 
court for doing his Constitutional duty of nominating a judge to fill an open seat; Joe 
Biden has another mental slip thinking he’s running for Senate; Pelosi introduces 
legislation to remove Biden from office roughly as soon as he’s elected; Roughly four 
fifths of Democrats fear getting coronavirus while only 20-30% of Republicans do; Cities of 
Greenville and Spartanburg extend their mask ordinances amidst mounting evidence that 
they don’t work to prevent the spread of coronavirus; Democrats will make America 



 

unrecognizable if they win; Biden keeps getting caught compulsively telling the same lies 
over and over; New documentary by Harry Reid claims US is still hiding UFO evidence; 
Trump receives 4th nomination for Nobel Peace Prize; Democrats can’t challenge Trump 
on international issues so they aren’t even trying; Roughly four fifths of Democrats fear 
getting coronavirus while only 20-30% of Republicans do; Leftists distribute Google doc 
about preventing a coup by Trump that sounds like instructions on how to create a coup; 
Interview with Arkansas Senator Tom Cotton – Amy Barrett’s Senate hearing, investigation 
into Democrat collusion with Russia, and Republicans’ chances in the election 

 Wednesday 10/14/20: Democrats plan to eliminate stock markets in purge of stockholder 
capitalism; MSM starting to report cautious optimism in pandemic recovery; Nancy Pelosi 
melts down during interview with Wolf Blitzer; Bill Barr wraps up investigation into illegal 
unmasking with no charges; Former White House doctor says Joe Biden is not mentally fit 
to be President; Conflicting polls make it difficult to tell how the election is shaping up; 
List of names grows in Deep State coup against Trump; Why the Left needs to pack the 
Supreme Court to advance their agenda; New York Post exposes emails and more between 
Burisma and Hunter Biden implicating Joe Biden 

 Thursday 10/15/20: Social media desperately trying to censor stories about damning 
emails between Hunter Biden and Burisma implicating Joe Biden; FBI had evidence 
against Hunter and Joe Biden since December 2019 and sat on it; CDC denies its guidance 
ever suggested masks protect people from catching COVID-19 despite its director 
explicitly stating that; Making sense of the polling ahead of the election is difficult; 
Latino rally for Trump bashes Dems for thinking they own the Latino vote; Interview with 
4th District Rep William Timmons – Social media’s reaction to bombshell Biden corruption  

 Friday 10/16/20: Biden outrageously not asked about Hunter’s leaked email scandal; FBI 
ignores investigating obvious crimes exposed in Biden emails in favor of investigating 
whether the emails were planted by Russian hackers; Biden and his campaign refuse to 
deny authenticity of Hunter Biden’s emails; Biden campaign now saying he might have 
met with Burisma official; Polls still confusing but show narrow race; Big Tech’s assault on 
free speech; Jamie Harrison running ads for conservative candidate to split the vote for 
Graham; More details about Biden corruption detailed in Hunter’s emails coming out; Ted 
Cruz excoriates social media for censoring Hunter Biden story; Lindsey Graham wants to 
subpoena Twitter and Facebook but not Hunter Biden; The monopolistic practices of big 
tech companies; Pressing Lindsey Graham to subpoena Hunter Biden 

 Monday 10/19/20: JIM BOHANNON FILLS IN FOR TARA: Biden corruption story may be too 
late for an effective October Surprise; Social media tag Hunter Biden corruption story as 
“unverified” without giving the Russian collusion hoax the same treatment; Trump needs 
to let Biden hang himself by talking in the next debate; Lindsey Graham is far from 
perfect but is far superior to Jamie Harrison; Pelosi’s intentions with the 25th Amendment 
vis a vis Joe Biden; Police departments in big cities losing deluge of officers to retirement 
and resignation; Democrats ignore evidence of voter fraud to claim there’s no evidence of 
voter fraud; Reasons to vote for Trump 

 Tuesday 10/20/20: There’s no keeping the Trump economy without keeping Trump; Last 
minute change means no foreign policy discussion during the foreign policy debate; 
Democrats like Adam Schiff have to ignore mounting evidence to blame Hunter Biden’s 
emails on Russian disinformation campaign; It’s likely that Joe Biden and his family are 
the real foreign agents; Pennsylvania now unwinnable by Trump after court decision 
validating voter fraud and illustrating the need to get ACB seated on the Supreme Court; 
Trump UtteR Derangement Syndrome in full swing as BLM supporter opens fire on truck 



 

bearing Trump logo; Dirty voter rolls push a zombie army to the polls to vote (illegally) 
for Biden; Group of white male liberals lynch a conservative black man and beat him for 
endorsing free speech; CNN regular Jeffrey Toobin caught masturbating during a Zoom 
call with colleagues 

 Wednesday 10/21/20: FBI is just covering up evidence for Joe Biden after child porn 
revealed on Hunter’s laptop; Details still obscure in death of Greenville County deputy 
during traffic stop; FBI forced to admit that the incriminating information on Hunter 
Biden’s laptop are not Russian disinformation; So many people on the Left have been 
busted lying about the Biden laptop scandal; New York Post Twitter account still locked 
down after getting the Hunter Biden story right; Big Tech claims veto power over 
American media on what stories the public can hear; Electing Joe Biden will result in 
$6,500 reduction in median income 

 Thursday 10/22/20: Biden business partner Bobulinski volunteers information on 
corruption by Hunter and Joe; White BLM leftists severely beat conservative black man 
for protesting social media censorship in modern-day lynching; FBI might have protected 
Biden from corruption scandal because so many other Democrats are involved; Trump 
shouldn’t do the debate (or at the very least should prep better for it); Biden refers to 
America in the past tense; Left now trying to smear Giuliani as a pedophile to distract 
from Biden scandals; DonaldTrumpWatch website doxing Trump donors and publishing 
their home addresses; American freedom is at risk in this election  

 Friday 10/23/20: Trump didn’t make any unforced errors in last night’s debate like Joe 
did; Tony Bobulinski releases more damning evidence of Biden family corruption; Biden 
campaign backpedals hard after Joe’s disastrous debate answer on fracking and the oil 
industry; Biden falsely claims conservatives also want to pack the Supreme Court; Russian 
disinformation excuse can’t account for all the evidence against the Bidens; Leftist media 
bias and censorship is a form of discrimination against conservatives; Trump nailed the 
debate last night; Senators Schumer and Widen penned letter to FBI instructing them not 
to investigate Joe Biden corruption; Biden and his campaign double down on debunked 
Russian disinformation excuse for corruption scandal emails; Trump nails Biden and the 
Obama administration on Catch & Release and keeping kids in cages; Chuck Todd admits 
liberal news organizations keep their viewers, listeners, and readers uninformed  

 Monday 10/26/20: Biden accidentally tells the truth about his massive voter fraud 
operation; MSM determined to cover for Biden as WaPo says we should treat Hunter’s 
emails as a foreign intel operation even though they probably aren’t; Big changes to 
federal government employment coming if Trump wins election; Kamala Harris cackles 
like Hillary when she lies; “Zombie” voters may not all break for Biden; Polling is getting 
really interesting as Trump gains black votes; Interview with US Customs & Border 
Commissioner Mark Morgan – Democrat plans to decriminalize border crossings and 
incentivizing illegal immigration; Biden campaign not campaigning 8 days ahead of the 
election; Violent leftist rioters attach pro-Trump Jews at rally in New York 

 Tuesday 10/27/20: Voting for Lindsey Graham sucks but we have to do it to defeat Jamie 
Harrison; Biden desperately trying to walk back his promise to phase out the oil industry; 
Social media censoring posts about confirmed voter fraud; Biden accidentally tells the 
truth about his massive voter fraud operation; 30 officers injured after violent leftist 
protesters plow car through police line in Philly; More black votes migrating to Trump; 
Latin voters showing support for Trump; Biden admits he would go beyond packing the 
Supreme Court; Trump polling getting stronger ahead of the election; Nancy Pelosi wants 



 

to pack District courts as well as the Supreme Court; Biden taking money from the 
Chinese makes him beholden to them besides being illegal 

 Wednesday 10/28/20: Riots and looting in Philadelphia provide stark reminder of how 
Democrat-run cities devolve into chaos; Joe Biden says he could “go well beyond” packing 
the Supreme Court; Mainstream Media narrative lacks certain information crucial to 
understanding the election; Tape of Hunter Biden incriminating himself on foreign deals 
strains credibility of Russian disinformation excuses; Biden family corruption is way worse 
than conservatives have bothered explaining; Nancy Pelosi wants to pack District courts 
as well as the Supreme Court; Kamala is the real Presidential candidate but the campaign 
and DNC won’t admit it; Socialist censorship will be turned on liberals after they silence 
conservatives; Biden doesn’t deserve anyone’s vote after lamenting the death of Walter 
Wallace who was trying to kill cops; Even liberals know MSM and social media are 
censoring the Biden corruption scandal to protect Joe 

 Thursday 10/29/20: Supreme Court (without Amy Coney Barrett) decides Pennsylvania 
may count absentee ballots with no postmark that come in after the election effectively 
legalizing voter fraud; Survey says 64% of Americans plan to get through election night by 
drinking heavily; Kanye polling at 3% in Minnesota; New study published by the CDC 
admits cloth masks give a false sense of protection; Ted Cruz demolishes Twitter CEO 
Jack Dorsey over social media censorship; Zuckerberg and Dorsey admitted in Senate 
hearing they have no evidence Hunter Biden emails aren’t authentic; Contrast between 
Biden and Trump is stark as Biden calls more lids and Trump is the hardest-working 
president in living memory; Trump won’t win in a landslide but he can still win; Following 
the polling is complicated and confusing; “Anonymous” Trump whistleblower revealed as 
mid-level DHS political advisor Miles Taylor 

 Friday 10/29/20: James Rosen exposes “Russian disinformation” claims as false and 
corroborates money laundering investigation into Bidens; Trump’s 33% GDP growth is a 
new record that depends on things Joe Biden would reverse; CBP head Mark Morgan was 
kicked off Twitter for reporting on the efficacy of his department and Trump’s Wall; 
Biden’s plan for final rally before election in Minnesota suggests support there isn’t solid; 
A Biden presidency would change the country for generations; Glen Greenwald alleges 
censorship by his own news agency; Polling overestimates support for Biden and 
underestimates support for Trump; Gun manufacturers having trouble keeping up with 
increased demand; Interview with Judge Jeanine Pirro – FBI investigation into Biden 
money laundering 

 Monday 11/2/20: Trump looking strong and like he’s having fun nearing the end of the 
campaign; Minority support waning for Democrats; Pittsburgh Post-Gazette endorses first 
Republican in decades with Trump; Mitch McConnell admits keeping the Senate is 50/50; 
FBI to investigate Trump Trains but continues to ignore Antifa violence and Biden 
corruption; Biden/Harris openly promote socialist policies while supporters cheer; Obama 
waited to endorse Biden because of Joe’s pathological lying; Reuters fact-checkers mark 
claim that Biden eulogized historic racist Robert Byrd false because the claim got Byrd’s 
rank in the KKK wrong; FBI and MSM still covering for Biden foreign money corruption 
scandal; Electing Biden will mean China never gets held accountable for COVID-19 
pandemic 

 Tuesday 11/3/20: On Election Day (and in the middle of a pandemic) Trump’s economy 
sets 17-year record for manufacturing orders; The election is a choice between the 
prosperity of capitalism and the poverty of communism; Our current economic prosperity 
is a direct result of Trump closing NAFTA loopholes to China; Electing Biden means China 



 

will prosper instead of America; Jaime Harrison’s deceptive campaign tactics are 
abhorrent; Biden campaign manager says Donald Trump will not be allowed to declare 
victory on Election Night; UK Daily Mail has to report on embarrassing series of senior 
moments by Joe Biden because the MSM won’t; What China’s payoffs to Biden bought; 
Radical Left is a threat to anyone who doesn’t agree with them in this election 

 Wednesday 11/4/20: Presidential election still too close to call despite narrowing 
overnight; Vote counting inexplicably stalled in several states run by Democrats; Justice 
John Roberts’ decision on vote counting in Pennsylvania practically legalizes voter fraud; 
Presidential election still too close to call though Trump's lead is dwindling; If Trump 
loses it will be because conservatives let our leaders take us off the battlefield of ideas 

 Thursday 11/5/20: Multiple stories of severe voting irregularities cast doubt on election 
results; Dems resorted to courts before the election but criticize Trump for filing suits 
after the election; Rudy Giuliani explains how election observers in Pennsylvania were 
barred from observing the election; Social media censoring legitimate reports of election 
fraud; GOP leaders fail to support Trump in pushing back against election fraud leaving 
him to do it alone; The American system is intact but weakened by Democrat attacks 

 Friday 11/6/20: GOP leaders like Ted Cruz, Lindsey Graham, and Trey Gowdy starting to 
weigh-in on election manipulation stories from around the country; Biden starting to gain 
votes in Georgia; Judicial fiat is taking precedent over states’ election laws; The nation is 
not lost even if the election is; Democrats ignored court orders to permit poll watchers to 
observe counting; Multiple stories of severe voting irregularities cast doubt on election 
results; Biden surging ahead in states with the biggest election violations; The New 
American Revolution won’t necessarily look like a war; Staying positive is important 

 Monday 11/9/20: Media calling Biden the President-elect despite no electoral votes 
having been cast; Liberal predictions from months ago coming true as their stealing the 
election goes according to plan; Trump team launching multiple lawsuits to address 
illegal election practices; Both Senate races in Georgia going to runoff; Mainstream Media 
pundits jumping on the violent rhetoric bandwagon; Lindsey Graham advises Trump to 
challenge election fraud in court; Trump surrogates alleging votes on electronic voting 
machines were changed by clandestine software; Statistics from the election don’t make 
sense; Interview with SC 3rd District Congressman Jeff Duncan – Challenging election 
results; Liberals want to have tribunals of conservatives for supporting their favorite 
candidates; Biden’s agenda for illegal immigration 

 Tuesday 11/10/20: Going over the election violations we can already prove; Pennsylvania 
districts applied election laws differently to Democrats; Georgia told observers they 
would stop counting ballots and then started up again after they were gone; State 
legislatures considering appointing Trump-supporting electors in response to election 
violations; Multiple violations in multiple states including Georgia, Wisconsin, Michigan, 
Pennsylvania, and Nevada; Decorating early for Christmas; Bill Barr’s flimsy promise to 
investigate election violations that would have affected the outcome; Mexican president 
Obrador expresses concern at how American media are censoring stories that affect the 
election; Cancel Culture goes after Katy Perry after she tweets about putting family 
above politics  

 Wednesday 11/11/20: Cancel Culture goes after Katy Perry after she tweets about putting 
family above politics; Letting political differences affect family and friendly relationships 
is a sickness; Going over the election violations we can already prove (like blocking 
observers); MSM focusing on alleged voter fraud and ignoring disenfranchisement; Fox 
viewer backlash starting to affect their ratings; Vote recounts in swing states would 



 

negate observer disenfranchisement; Defunding the police isn’t working out so well for 
liberal cities as crime rates skyrocket; Lindsey Graham looking for answers to questions 
about election violations; Huge disparity in GA votes for Biden vs. Dems running for 
Senate; People had to resort to drinking to get through the election; Decorating early for 
Christmas; Interview with SC Attorney General Alan Wilson – Filing amicus brief over 
election law violations; Democrats admitting jobs won’t come back under Biden 
administration; Rudy Giuliani lays out the details of the lawsuits over election law 
violations 

 Thursday 11/12/20: Biden lockdown czar Dr. Michael Osterholm says we didn’t lockdown 
hard enough to save the economy; CDC changes guidance (again) on wearing masks; Fox 
News hires a PR consultant to mitigate their plummeting ratings; Number of students 
getting at least one failing grade triples in Greenville County; Fox News losing viewers to 
Newsmax and Breitbart because people know they’re being lied to; Tara predicts Parler 
will be deplatformed as other social media continue to censor conservatives; Florida 
considering expanding Castle Doctrine to deter looters; Americans can’t even agree on 
who the President is; GA Senate races runoff and voting irregularities 

 Friday 11/13/20: Michigan legislature demands an election audit in response to a huge list 
of election law violations; A lot of important things are happening that will catch the 
American public by surprise because the Media won’t talk about them; Republican 
leadership lay out more evidence in election law violation cases; AOC owns the socialist 
agenda for the Democrat Party; Dems put themselves in the position of having to deny 
that they are a demonic cult; More people are informed despite the misinformation from 
the MSM; Biden/Sanders plan will demolish the progress against illegal immigration the 
Trump administration has made; Justice Alito says free speech and religious liberty are in 
jeopardy 

 Monday 11/16/20: Experts don’t know where people are catching COVID-19 as cases rise 
worldwide so the new round of shutdowns will be arbitrary; Single-word tweet 
(“Dominion”) by James Woods flagged as misinformation; Conservative Treehouse 
deplatformed by Wordpress; Recount in Georgia is a mockery of the law; Trump 
supporters in “Million MAGA March” attacked and assaulted by leftist thugs to the 
complete silence of the Media; Parler under scrutiny by liberals as a conspiracy website; 
Sidney Powell details how voting fraud was executed across as many as 29 states; Upstate 
SC remains one of the deadliest places to drive largely because of alcohol abuse; The 
aftermath of George Floyd’s death affecting rank and file police officers more than 
management; First-hand account of Million MAGA March and the leftist violence against 
it; Nikki Haley outraged at being censored by Twitter when she never stuck up for 
conservatives being censored the last several years; COVID-19 rates climbing most in 
states with mask mandates; Using the K-word as a pejorative for white women is racist; 
Decorating early for Christmas 

 Tuesday 11/17/20: Nikki Haley outraged at being censored by Twitter when she never 
stuck up for conservatives being censored the last several years; Greenville County 
Schools planning to send kids back to class full-time as COVID-19 cases continue to rise; 
New weekly report from CDC has detailed list of comorbidities with COVID-19; Elites 
aren’t afraid of COVID-19 as much as they are afraid of Trump winning; Democrat leaders 
still refuse to condemn leftist violence against Trump supporters; Conservative Treehouse 
being deplatformed by Wordpress is just one step in Big Tech purging normal from the 
internet; Democrat strongholds flipped in favor of Trump over immigration policies; 
Recapping election law violations and voter irregularities as majority of Americans doubt 



 

Biden’s victory; Canadian PM Justin Trudeau uses Biden’s campaign slogan to “reimagine 
economic systems” like capitalism in America; Trump supporters attacked and assaulted 
by leftist thugs to the complete silence of the Media 

 Wednesday 11/18/20: Coronavirus lockdowns disproportionately affect traditional 
American cultural activities according to socialist Marxist theory; Georgia leadership 
defending election law violations and will let them happen again in runoffs; Michigan 
certified election because of threats of racism despite massive evidence of voter fraud; 
What we must believe to believe Biden won; Election integrity analyst Russ Ramsland says 
vote totals in several swing states are physically impossible; Biden’s media policy 
appointee openly hostile toward free speech; Tara’s liberal family members not coming 
to Thanksgiving dinner because of COVID fears 

 Thursday 11/19/20: Largest mask study ever provides more evidence that masks don’t 
work to slow the spread of COVID-19; Michigan canvassers rescind election certification; 
Vicious invective by liberals against Michigan canvassers who refuse to certify election is 
solely personal and has nothing to do with the facts of the votes; Trump isn’t winning 
lawsuits fast enough to prevent Biden from being sworn in as president; Google pushing 
review requests based on location data; Hard drugs are legal in Oregon but First 
Amendment gatherings aren’t; CDC issues ridiculous guidelines for having Thanksgiving 
gatherings; Social media censorship of Normals; Multiple witnesses attest to unusual 
ballots in numerous precincts 

 Friday 11/20/20: BILL FRADY FILLS IN FOR TARA: All the suspicious things that happened 
during the election; Wayne Allen Root’s analysis of betting odds suggests the election was 
rigged like a fixed sports game; Hammer and Scorecard CIA’s election-tampering systems; 
Tucker Carlson bent out of shape because Sidney Powell wouldn’t expose her entire case 
to him prior to going to court; Telling liberals to work within the system instead of trying 
to break it; More evidence masks don’t work conflicts with reports they do; Unification to 
the Left means believing what they believe or else…; The distinction between liberals and 
leftists; Speculation about the forthcoming COVID-19 vaccines; Making normal people pay 
for the bad decisions of liberals will result in a political bloodbath for Democrats in 2022; 
People politicizing the vaccine 

 Monday 11/23/20: Where are the Republicans? Something strange going on in Georgia. 
Lindsey Graham is the only one calling for investigations; We need the two Senate seats in 
Georgia; The Republicans need to step up. 

 Tuesday 11/24/20: THE YEARLY TURKEY PREPERATION NAD HOW THE PANDEMIC IS 
AFFECTING FAMILY PLANS; TRUMP'S TEAM BEGINS TO ALLOW TRANSITION OF BIDEN'S TEAM 
INTO THE WHITE HOUSE; TRUMP'S LEGAL BATTLES; TRUMP'S TRANSITION AND DON’T LOSE 
HOPE FOR OUR COUNTRY - TARA DISCUSSES THE ATTCK ON RAND PAUL - WE WILL BE 
MORE FREE IN 20 YEARS THAN WE ARE NOW - WE WILL NOT GO ALONG WITH DEMS PLANS - 
AREAS OF THE COUNTRY WILL RESIST DEMS LAWS AND POLICIES; THANKSGIVING 
PRECAUTIONS - PANDEMIC EFFECT ON FAMILY - MORE TURKEY TIPS FROM TARA'S "PERFECT 
TURKEY" EXPERIENCE - THE PERFECT TURKEY STEP BY STEP AND THE "SECRET" REAVEALED 
- MAINSTREAM MEDIA GETTING PAID BY CHINA, FBI NOT INVESTIGATING; GEORGIA BOARD 
OF ELECTIONS, HEADED BY BRAD RAFFENSPERGER, VOTED TO KEEP BALLOT DROP BOXES - 
THE REASON STACY ABRAMS TELL VOTERS TO MAIL IN BALLOTS - THE TROUBLE WITH MAIL 
IN VOTING AND PROPERLY COUNTING THE ENVELOPES COMPARED TO BALLOTS - 
REPUBLICANS WERE NOT ALLOWED TO WITNESS COUNTING - NPR APPALLED! "MANY 
PEOPLE IGNORING WARNINGS ABOUT TRAVEL " - USING COVID AS A POLITICAL WEAPON 



 

 Wednesday 11/25/20: BILL FRADY FILLS IN FOR TARA - BILL DISCUSSES TRUMP'S ACTIONS 
CONCERNING THE ELECTION - DOWNTOWN GREENVILLE HAS BEEN IN A BOON PERIOD 
UNTIL COVID-19 - BILL DISCUSSES THE EFFECTIVENESS OF MASKS - CAN BIDEN BE REMOVED 
FROM OFFICE?; ELECTION FRAUD - CALLER BELIEVES WE SHOULD STOP TESTING FOR COVID 
– BILL’S COVID EXPERIENCE - WE HAVE TO UNITE AND FIGHT AS ONE; MANY REPUBLICANS 
BELIEVE TRUMP SHOULD STEP DOWN BECAUSE HE IS HURTING THE PARTY - WHAT TRUMP 
IS DOING IS NECESSARY - DEFINITION OF "MARTIAL LAW" - COMPUSLARY VOTING LIKE 
AUSTRALIA - GENERAL MATTIS; FAMILY GET TOGETHERS FOR TURKEY DAY - SIDNEY 
POWELL AND THE TRUMP ADMINISTRATION - 2ND AMENDMENT 

 Thursday 11/26/20: Best of Tara Encore segments from 11/16/20 – 11/19/20 
 Friday 11/27/20: BILL FRADY FILLS IN FOR TARA - BLACK FRIDAY - PEOPLE WEARING/NOT 

WEARING MASKS, ENFORCE IT OR TAKE THE SIGNS DOWN - VOTING SOFTWARE AND HOW IT 
CAN BE MANIPULATED - CARONAVIRUS ALLOWING LEFT TO SEIZE THE COUNTRY; THREAT 
OF FINES FOR NON-ESSENTIAL TRAVEL - THE LEFT IS FOCUSED ON SCIENCE WHEN IT 
SUPPORTS THEIR CAUSE - THINK FOR YOURSELF - DEMS WANT TO CHANGE 2ND 
AAMENDMENT - SUPREME COURT RULING ON NY - CAN YOU HUNT WITH A BELT FED 
WEAPON IN NC? – VACCINE; WILL TRUMP BE ABLE TO PROVE ENOUGH FRAUD TO 
OVERTURN CURRENT RESULTS - TRUMP HAS SAID HE WILL FIGHT HIS WAY THROUGH THE 
SYSTEM AND WILL LEAVE THE WHITE HOUSE IF ELECTORAL COLLEGE CERTIFIES BIDEN AS 
PRESIDENT - PEOPLE HANGING US FLAG UPSIDE AS A SIGN OF COUNTRY IN DISTRESS - 
JAIME HARRISON'S AGENDA; THE 2ND AMENDMENT IS THE GREATEST FIREWALL AGAINST 
TYRANNY -  TRUMP CAMPAIGN'S LAWSUIT IN NEVADA - SIDNEY POWELL MADE SOME 
SERIOUS ALLEGATIONS, SHE NEED TO PRESENT EVIDENCE - CDC SAYS A FULL 14 DAY 
QUARANTINE MAY NOT BE NECCESSARY 

 Monday 11/30/20: BILL FRADY FILLS IN FOR TARA: Dearth of enthusiasm for incoming 
Biden administration; Suicide has killed more people in Japan in a month than coronavirus 
has all year; Pandemic has offered the opportunity for fascist takeovers in blue cities 
despite no one in power believing coronavirus is a threat; Censorship like the Left is 
committing begins oppressive dictatorships; Iran blames Israel for death of nuclear 
scientist; Trump executive order declaring state of emergency in case of foreign election 
interference; Staying hopeful in spite of adversity; Alabama police officer shoots 
concealed carry holder responding to active shooter situation; Massive cover-up of 
election irregularities undermines confidence in elections; Left turns science into dogma; 
International Ballet Executive Director Sarah Shoemaker 

 Tuesday 12/1/20: Trump legal team fouled up the election challenge effort by alleging 
fraud when they didn’t need to; Detailing law-breaking in swing states by election 
officials and others that warrants criminal investigation; CDC data shows no increase in 
overall deaths year-over-year during pandemic; DOJ will not investigate deranged leftists 
who assaulted Rand Paul; More people (including police chiefs) moving out of large blue 
cities as lawlessness increases; Lindsey Graham is the only Republican advocating for 
Trump in election challenges; Trump lost when he failed to take control of the DOJ and 
Democrats realized they could get away with anything 

 Wednesday 12/2/20: Closing schools because of COVID was the biggest public policy 
blunder maybe ever; Everything about the coronavirus pandemic has been fake; AG Bill 
Barr says he doesn’t see any election fraud because he’s ignoring all the election fraud; 
Eyewitness accounts of election fraud the DOJ refuses to investigate; Biden’s press 
secretary caught wearing a hat with the Communist hammer and sickle on it; Testimony 
from Michigan hearings on election fraud 



 

 Thursday 12/3/20: Republicans are ignoring flagrant violations of election law by 
Democrats; The collapse we’re seeing is not of America but of federalism; Founding 
company of Silicon Valley Hewlett-Packard giving up on California and moving to Texas; 
Liberal hypocrisy over following their own pandemic restrictions; Trump’s speech on 
election law violations; GA Secretary of State illegally rewrote election law to exclude 
Republican observers in favor of state-appointed ones; Alan Lindsey Zack was released by 
judge after judge on DUI charges before killing Nathaniel Hawthorn Jr. in a traffic 
accident; Economists evaluating the effect of loss of confidence in America’s elections; 
Big tech companies colluding with government intelligence agencies to suppress 
conservatives and free speech under the guise of combatting foreign election influence 

 Friday 12/4/20: Analyzing the CCTV video showing blatant election law violations in 
Georgia; The massive opportunity to remake America the way the Founding Fathers 
envisioned it; Director of National Intelligence details how China influences American 
politicians; Biden wants to require masks for 100 days upon his inauguration; Names of 
the multiple judges who suspended sentence after sentence for Alan Lindsey Zack before 
he killed Nathaniel Hawthorn Jr.; Woman tied to the Democrat Party arrested under 
terrorism charges 

 Monday 12/7/20: Director of National Intelligence John Ratcliffe reports that there was 
never any reason for Crossfire Hurricane; Judge finally authorizes forensic audit of 
election results in one county in Michigan; Government planning to pay people $1,500 to 
get the COVID-19 vaccine; How to live in the country the Left is creating; CA sheriff 
refuses to enforce lockdown mandates from the governor; Facebook censored 180 million 
posts ahead of the election; Report to GA legislature says the results of the election are 
unknowable because of how many illegal votes were cast; COVID vaccination record cards 
to be checked by Department of Defense; DeKalb County conveniently lost evidence of 
election law violations; Another study on how the coronavirus spreads will be ignored by 
the MSM because it doesn’t fit their narrative; Blue cities now depriving police of non-
lethal weapons and giving defendants special exemptions for mental stress; 22nd District 
judge in NY decided illegal votes must be included and handed the election to the Dem 

 Tuesday 12/8/20: Dems planning to steal GA runoff election like they stole the 
presidential election and Gov. Kemp isn’t doing anything about it; Lindsey Graham thinks 
GA election malfeasance could lead to a civil war; What the country will look like if 
socialists can steal the reins of power; Judge in NY decided illegal votes must be included 
and handed the 22nd District election to the Democrat; Government surveillance on 
American citizens; Similarities between today’s national circumstances and the offenses 
by the British crown against American colonists that led to the American Revolution; 
Letter criticizing Christmas decorations illustrates the intolerance of the “equality” 
socialism promises; Director of National Intelligence John Ratcliffe details how China 
owns myriad members of Congress (and the Biden family); Recognizing the 6th anniversary 
of the Tara Show today; Israeli general claims existence of a Galactic Federation 
populated by extraterrestrials (and that Donald Trump knows about it); The collapse 
we’re seeing is not of America but of federalism 

 Wednesday 12/9/20: Director of National Intelligence John Ratcliffe details how China 
owns myriad members of Congress (and the Biden family); Leftist media want to shut 
down Parler while ignoring hate speech against men, whites, and normal Americans on 
Facebook; The immense threat of Chinese influence in American politics; Texas suing 
several swing states in Supreme Court over election law violations; Senate committee 
report shows criminal connections between Biden family and China; Eric Swalwell was 



 

groomed for Congress by Chinese spy; Russian scholar predicted the end of America ten 
years ago and now it looks like it’s happening; At least now we know how America has 
been manipulated for the last several decades; Leftists overplayed their hand in taking 
over the country 

 Thursday 12/10/20: Hunter Biden being under investigation for money laundering isn’t 
news, only his admission is; 18 states including SC join Texas in Supreme Court lawsuit 
against swing states for breaking election law; FBI admits they did investigate Seth Rich’s 
murder – including confiscating his laptop - after saying under oath that they didn’t; 
Britain advises administering COVID vaccines near resuscitation equipment after several 
people develop life-threatening allergic reactions; Interview with SC AG Alan Wilson – The 
merits of Texas’ Supreme Court lawsuit against swing states over election law violations; 
Democrats will secure one-party rule if they win GA senate races by passing amnesty; 
Leftist takeover of America will result in conservative nullification of federalism  

 Friday 12/11/20: The massive importance of the Texas suit against swing state election 
violations in the Supreme Court; Appreciating Bob McLain for bringing Tara to WORD; 
Biden planning executive order to confiscate guns upon taking office; SC still ranks among 
the most dangerous states to drive because judges let drunk drivers get back behind the 
wheel; Mainstream media pretending that the investigation into Biden family corruption is 
new; Bill Barr covered up Biden family scandal so it wouldn’t affect the election; 
Democrats encourage illegal voting in GA runoff election 

 Monday 12/14/20: BILL FRADY FILLS IN FOR TARA: America’s greatness and relying on the 
Supreme Court; What armed conflict against a corrupt US government would actually look 
like; Supreme Court rejected Texas suit because they were intimidated by the Democrats 
threats to pack the court; What people ought to be prepared to do to defend America as 
founded; Supreme Court rejecting Texas case opens the door to other states violating the 
Constitution with impunity; “Ghost” guns from Polymer 80 and complying with the law; 
The folly of critical race theory; Obama misses being president; The implications and 
aftermath of cheating in the election will make it difficult to do things in a civilized 
fashion going forward; Super spreader event traced to medical conference about the 
pandemic  

 Tuesday 12/15/20: JIM BOHANNON FILLS IN FOR TARA: Supreme Court rejection of Texas 
case on standing is baffling; The electoral college voted and then what happens; 
Dwindling paths available to Trump after Supreme Court rejects Texas suit; America isn’t 
going nearly as socialist as the socialists want; Republicans need to keep fighting and now 
focus on taking back the House of Representatives in 2022; Seattle cutting police budget 
despite homicides reaching a 10-year high; Whether Biden will tear down Trump’s border 
wall; Biden will blow with the liberal wind; Effort in CA to recall Governor Gavin Newsom 

 Wednesday 12/16/20: JIM BOHANNON FILLS IN FOR TARA: More damning evidence 
prompts subpoena against Hunter Biden; There could be a huge Red Wave in 2022; More 
damning evidence prompts subpoena against Hunter Biden; Democrats continue election 
shenanigans in Georgia runoff; AOC could find herself out of a seat after redistricting; 
Whether Biden will tear down Trump’s border wall; Military tribunal not an option for 
resolving election case rejected by SCOTUS; Socialism and the lifespan of democracies; 
Forgiving student debt turns college funding into a grant system; Keeping the faith that 
all is not lost 

 Thursday 12/17/20: JIM BOHANNON FILLS IN FOR TARA: Trump campaign sends letter to 
supporters asking whether he should run for president in 2024; Reviewing Trump’s 
numerous and formidable accomplishments in a single term; What a Biden presidency will 



 

mean for Trump’s stellar economy; Courts resort to bribing defendants to show up to 
their trials; Many politicians don’t understand how wealth is created; Congress 
unconstitutionally abdicated its responsibility to create laws by delegating it to regulatory 
agencies; Fireworks on Capitol Hill over the cover-up of the Hunter Biden investigation 
and just who deals in Russian disinformation; Government shutdown looming under the 
radar; Stupid spending that the government does 

 Friday 12/18/20: COVID vaccine will come with a verification card allowing travel; 
Conflicting reports of protection offered by vaccine; Studies show asymptomatic COVID 
carriers transmit to other people very rarely; Issues that allowed election law violations 
in GA not corrected for runoff election; First case that looked at actual voter evidence 
found voter error rate in one MI county was nearly 70%; Detailing the corruption in the 
Biden family with hard evidence; Exodus from dying blue cities brings liberal values to red 
states; Why the Supreme Court rejected the Texas lawsuit; Federalism is dying in America 
because of the lawless dual justice system; Trump attorney reveals details of voter fraud 
in testimony to Senate; Maria Bartiromo has intel source who claims definitively that 
Trump won the election; Calling upon US senators to oppose confirmation of electors; 
MSM pretending not to know about China’s influence in US elections; GA signature audit is 
a sham because observers are prevented from observing; Pandemic is a necessary tool in 
stealing the election; Big Tech employees now getting key positions in Biden’s 
administration; Trump’s term in office has awakened people to massive government 
corruption 

 Monday 12/21/20: BILL FRADY FILLS IN FOR TARA: SHOPPING ON WOODRUFF RD - 
WEARING MASKS AND THE COVID KILL RATE - IS JOE BIDEN CAPABLE OF BEING PRESDIENT - 
BIDEN'S FALSEHOODS DURING PREVIOUS CAMPAIGNS; THE RISE IN GUN SALES - LEFT 
CONTENDS IT CONTRIBUTES TO THE RISE IN VIOLENCE IN USA - GIULIANI FILES NEW 
LAWSUIT WITH SUPREME COURT - THE LEFT BELEIVES EVERYTHING THEY SEE IN PRINT IS 
TRUE - NATIONAL RECIPROCITY FOR CONCEALED CARRY GUN OWNERS; NEVER TRUMPERS - 
THE ACCIDENTAL SHOOTING - GOP MEMBERS LEAVING THE PARTY - THE STRIPPERS THAT 
SAVED CALIFORNIA - CALIFORNIAS COVID RESTRICTIONS; THE SIGNERS OF THE 
DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE - REAL LEADERS AND REAL PATRIOTS, WHAT THEY DO 
FOR THIER COUNTRY - CAN POLITICIANS BE LEADERS AND PATRIOTS - AMMO PRICES  

 Tuesday 12/22/20: COVID RELEIF PACKAGE IS A HORROR! - MASKS, QUARANTINE AND 
RESTRICTIONS NOT GONNA END SOON, DEMS DON'T WANT TO GIVE UP POWER - ANDREW 
YANG TWEET CALLS FOR A BARCODE PROVING YOU'VE RECEIVED COVID VACCINE - 110,000 
RESTARAUNT CLOSED - MILLIONS LOSE JOBS; NATIONAL DEBT WAS 27 TRILLION, HASN'T 
BEEN UPDATED THIS YEAR - DO YOU WORRY ABOUT THE ECONOMY - NATIONAL DEBT 
COULD REACH 30 TRILLION - BIDEN PLAN WILL END TRUMP TAX CUTS - COVID TRANSMITS 
AT 18% FOR SYMPTOMATIC PEOPLE IN YOUR HOME - SC PAYING FOR INMATES COLLEGE - 
FBI IS INVESTIGATING BURNING OF BLM FLAG; NEW WORD HOST CHARLIE JAMES JOINS 
TARA ON AIR - WHO NEEDS THE COVID VACCINE - 25 STATES HAVE PLEDGED TO SEND 
WHITE PEOPLE TO THE BACK OF THE LINE FOR VACCINES - ITEMS IN COVID STIMULUS 
PACKAGE; BILL BARR SAYS THERE IS NO NEED FOR SPECIAL COUNSEL - HUNTER BIDEN HID 
INCOME FROM FOREIGN COUNTRIES - FBI GOAL TO PROTECT AND CONTROL JOE BIDEN - 
OVERSTOCK CEO PATRICK BYRNE SAYS HILLARY CLINTON ACCEPTED 18 MILLION DOLLAR 
BRIBE IN JANUARY 2016 - TARA EXPLAINS HOW VOTER FRAUD HAPPENED IN ANTRIM 
COUNTY MICHIGAN 

 Wednesday 12/23/20: TRUMP IS THE ONLY SANE PERSON LEFT IN WASHINGTON - THE 
"UNIPARTY" AND THIER AGENDA - TRUMP'S COMMENTS ON THE STIMULUS PACKAGE - 



 

110,000 RESTAURANTS CLOSED THIS YEAR, 2.1 MILLION JOBS LOST - TULSI GABBARD'S 
COMMENTS ON THE STIMULUS PACKAGE; CHRISTMAS PACKAGE DELAYS - WHETHER COVID 
WILL STILL BE AROUND IN JUNE EVEN IF WE HAVE A VACCINE - NEW STRAIN OF COVID AND 
THE HYPE SURROUNDING IT - TRUMP SUPPORTING LOCKDOWNS - NO RESEARCH BEHIND 
THE "NEW STRAIN" OF COVID - COVID DEATHS - CHINA HAS 170 MILLION CAMERAS, U.S. HAS 
SAME CAPABILITY - GREENVILLE IS ADDING NEW CAMERAS; THE UTTER CONTEMPT OF THE 
"UNIPARTY" FOR YOU, THEY ARE LAUGHING AT THIER OWN VOTERS - TRUMP REJECTS 
STIMULUS PACKAGE - GREENVILLE SURVEILLANCE CAMERAS - GREENVILLE HAS BEEN 
SPYING ON US FOR MONTHS - 700,000 IMAGES OF LICENSE PLATES CAPTURED BY CAMERAS 
IN; LINDSEY GRAHAM EXPLAINS WHY WE NEED TO SEND MONEY TO PAKISTAN - GRAHAM 
MORE CONCERNED ABOUT WOMEN IN PAKISTAN THAN THE AMERICAN PEOPLE - RUSSIAN 
INVESTIGATION 

 Thursday 12/24/20: BILL FRADY FILLS IN FOR TARA: THE COVID RELEIF PACKAGE - THE 
COVID VACCINE - MANY ARE UPSET WITH REPUBLICAN POLITICIANS; WHAT HAPPENS IF 
MARTIAL LAW IS DECLARED - WHAT HAPPENS WHEN THE CONSERVATIVES DISCONNECT - 
THE RIGHT WILL DISENGAGE WHEN THEY FEEL THEY ARE NOT BEING HEARD - OREGON 
PROTESTS - NEW YORK PRISONS PLAN TO GIVE IPADS TO PRISONERS - THE "WOKE" 
REVENGE, DALTON SCHOOL DEMANDS; LAWSUITS ABOUT THE ELECTION WILL CONTINUE - 
DEMS WILL TRY TO CHEAT AGAIN, WE WILL BE READY - SOCIAL JUSTICE WARRIORS; LEFT 
TRIES TO LABEL EVERYTHING A PUBLIC HEALTH CRISES - WASHINGTON STATE COUNTED 
GUNSHOT VICTIMS AD COVID RELATED DEATHS - BILL TALKS ABOUT THE GUN INDUSTRY 
AND GUN OWNERS RESPONSE TO PROPOSED LEGISLATION FOR PISTOL BRACES - DONALD 
TRUMP IS FIGHTING TO THE BITTER END 

 Friday 12/25/20: THE TARA SHOW PRE-EMPTED FOR “AN AMERICAN CHRISTMAS” 
PROGRAMMING 

 Monday 12/28/20: BILL FRADY FILLS IN FOR TARA: Idiot Leftist now claiming wishing 
people Merry Christmas is white supremacist; Nashville bomber identified but speculation 
abounds; Recounting predictions about 2020; // Self-appointed mask enforcers; Why Bill 
joined the military; // The Left is pathologically averse to good news; How COVID-19 
deaths should be counted; // Police heroism during Nashville bombing; The options open 
to Mike Pence as President of the Senate in the face of the election farce; 2020 was a 
banner year for gun sales;  

 Tuesday 12/29/20:  

  



 

DAILY TOPICS 
Q4 – October, November, December 2020 

The Vince Coakley Radio Program – Weekdays 10 AM – 12 PM 
Programming content included discussion with listeners and experts in the associated field of discussion. 

10/1 Hr 1: Trump/Biden/Debate 

 Hr 2: Post Debate breakdown 

10/2 Hr 1: Trump’s positive test 

 Hr 2: Covid  

10/5 Hr 1: Trump battle with Covid 

 Hr 2: Senator battles 

10/6 Hr 1: Trump 

 Hr 2: Amy Barrett 

10/7 Hr 1: Election 

 Hr 2: Election 

10/8 Hr 1: Cal Cunningham affair 

 Hr 2: Trump/Covid 

10/9 Hr 1: Covid 

 Hr 2: Faith Focus Friday 

10/12 Hr 1: Amy Barrett 

 Hr 2: Supreme Court 

10/13 Hr 1: Democrats 

 Hr 2 Supreme Court/Amy Barrett 

10/14 Hr 1: Amy Barrett 

 Hr 2: NBA Ratings 

10/15 Hr 1: Biden/Trump 

 Hr 2: Biden/Trump 

10/16 Hr 1: Biden/Trump 

 Hr 2: Faith Focus Friday 



 

10/19 Hr 1: Graham/Harrison 

 Hr 2: Trump 

10/20 Hr 1: African Americans for Trump 

 Hr 2: Rush Limbaugh  

10/21 Hr 1: Cop killed in Greenville County 

 Hr 2: Hunter Biden 

10/22 Hr 1: Hunter Biden/debate 

 Hr 2: Debate 

10/23 Hr 1: Post Debate  

 Hr 2: Hunter/Joe Biden China 

10/26 Hr 1: Biden ideas on Covid 

 Hr 2: Trump/Biden 

10/27 Hr 1: Amy Barrett 

 Hr 2: Covid/Court Packing  

10/28 Hr 1: Election 

 Hr 2: Election 

10/29 Hr 1: Election 

 Hr 2: Election 

10/30 Hr 1: Trump/Election 

 Hr 2: Election  

11/2 Hr 1: Election 

 Hr 2: Election  

11/3 Hr 1: Election Day  

 Hr 2: Election Day  

11/4 Hr 1: Election/awaiting results  

 Hr 2: Election/awaiting results  

  



 

11/5 Hr 1: Still awaiting Election results  

          Hr 2: Awaiting results/Trump lawsuits 

11/6 Hr 1: Biden/Election 

 Hr 2: Awaiting final election call 

11/9 Hr 1: Question Election integrity  

 Hr 2: Post-election  

11/10 Hr 1: Trump’s Lawsuits/Democrats  

 Hr 2: Biden/potential lawsuits  

11/11 Hr 1: Veterans day/election fraud 

 Hr 2: Integrity of the Election  

11/12 Hr 1: Flooding in the Charlotte/Greenville area 

 Hr 2: Biden presidency  

11/13 Hr 1: Ongoing election lawsuits/Fox News 

 Hr 2: Fox News  

11/16 Hr 1: Vaccine  

 Hr 2: Biden  

11/17 Hr 1: Minimum Wage  

 Hr 2: Biden’s Economics  

11/18 Hr 1: Possibility of Trump win  

 Hr 2: Covid  

11/19 Hr 1: Electoral College/election  

 Hr 2: Covid  

11/20 Hr 1: Covid Vaccine  

 Hr 2: Covid  

11/23 Hr 1: Trump/Lawyers/Republicans  

 Hr 2: Covid  



 

 

11/24 Hr 1: Vaccine  

 Hr 2: Covid  

11/25 Hr 1: Vaccine/Biden 

 Hr 2: Covid/more African Americans for Trump 

11/26 : Thanksgiving – Special programming in place of Vince 

11/27 Hr 1: Trump/Vaccine 

 Hr 2: Vaccine  

11/30 Hr 1: A different thanksgiving  

 Hr 2: Covid  

12/1 Hr 1: Upcoming run-offs/what’s to come 

 Hr 2: Latest on a vaccine  

12/2 Hr 1: Vaccine  

 Hr 2: Vaccine approved in UK 

12/3 Hr 1: Hypocrisy in government  

 Hr 2: Passing of Walter Williams 

12/4 Hr 1: How we function as Americans during this time 

 Hr 2: Covid  

12/7 Hr 1: Politicians hypocrisy   

 Hr 2: Reaching into someone else’s pocket/liberals 

12/8 Hr 1: First Vaccine given 

 Hr 2: Covid 

12/9 Hr 1: Covid/NC Regulations  

 Hr 2: Covid 

12/10 Hr 1: Vaccine/Hunter Biden 

 Hr 2: Covid 

  



 

12/11 Hr 1: Texas Lawsuit 

 Hr 2: Covid Restrictions 

12/14 Hr 1: Vaccine 

 Hr 2: Trump centered world view for Republicans 

12/15 Hr 1: Biden/Covid vaccine 

 Hr 2: Biden Presidency 

12/16 Hr 1: Best of Vince (Re-run) 

 Hr 2: Best of Vince (Re-run) 

12/17 Hr 1: Covid Vaccine  

 Hr 2: Biden 

12/18 Hr 1: Pence takes Vaccine 

 Hr 2: Covid Rates 

12/21 Hr 1: Vaccine  

 Hr 2: Government officials violating their own rules.  

12/22 Hr 1: Stimulus  

 Hr 2: Trump 

12/23 Hr 1: Stimulus Deal  

 Hr 2: Stimulus Deal/Trump 

12/24 Hr 1: Governor Roy Cooper 

 Hr 2: Stimulus Deal 

12/25 Christmas – Special programming in place of Vince 

12/28 Hr 1: Future of America under Biden vs. Trump 

 Hr 2: Nashville bombing; The Left doesn’t want harmony and unity  



 

DAILY TOPICS 
Q4 – October, November, December 2020 

The Bobby Mac Show – Weekdays 3 PM – 7 PM 
Programming content included discussion with listeners and experts in the associated field of discussion. 

10-1  

Trump, white supremacists, antifa, Trump's tax returns, Drew McKissick talks 

election debate, Proud Boys, Tim Scott, Boneheads 
 

10-2 - JimBo 
Trump and Melania test positive, debate format, election, Biden, mail in voting, 

ACB on Supreme Court nominee, Army changes shark week, Trump goes to Walter 
Reed 

 
10-5 

Trump Covid, how the left reacted to Trump being positive, polls, mail in ballots, 
election, Boneheads, ATF 

 
10-6 

Biden, Trump, Covid, Tuesday with Timmons, Portland, debates, boneheads, 
unclassified papers about Trump and Russia 

 

10-7 
Gavin Newsome tweet, masks, VP debate, Dave Schwartz, election, Mel Blanks, 

NBA, ATF 
 

10-8 
VP debate recap, Senator Marsha Blackburn talks ACB, Drew McKissick segment, 

election, Lindsey, Bill OReilly interview, the fly, Biden, Trump on Rush Friday, 
boneheads, lockdowns 

 
10-9 

election, voting, debate, census, hurricanes, 25th amendment 
 

10-12 
day 1 Barrett confirmation hearings, masks, VP debate, Liz Harrington interview, 

Supreme Court, violence at rallies, boneheads, ATF 
 

10-13 

Barrett hearing, masks, election, shadow Trump voters, boneheads, Covid, ATF 
 

10-14 
NY Post smoking gun story on Hunter Biden, Dave Schwartz segment 



 

10-15 

NY Post story, Michael Betrus interview, Drew McKissick segment, Facebook and 
Twitter censorship, Steve Scully of CSpan suspended, boneheads, town halls, 

Trump vs Biden, election polls 
 

10-16 
Trump and Biden dueling town halls, trashing ballots, Hunter Biden, baseball, 

election, ACB 
 

10-19 
Antifa, NY Post, Hunter, election, voting, Jessica Anderson interview, boneheads, 

ATF 
 

10-20 
cheating at the ballot box, Hunter, mute button at debate, antitrust against 

Google, Jeffrey Toobin scandal, boneheads, masks, ATF 

 
10-21 

voting errors, Michael Savage on Rush, Harrison vs Lindsey, election, Dave 
Schwartz segment, senate race, Trump in Gastonia 

 
10-22 

Hunter's laptop, Hunter's email, senate race, ACB, Drew McKissick segment, 
Iranian threats to Trump voters, voting, boneheads, ATF 

 
10-23 

debate recap, CVS, election, boneheads 
 

10-26 - JimBo 
the Bidens, election, military voting, basic training changes, senate  race, masks 

 

10-27 
Walter Wallace shot in PA, hollow points, election, Pence in Gville, voting, Covid 

restrictions, boneheads, rallies 
 

10-28 
Jerome Hudson interview, election, Harrison ads, Tony Bobulinski, senate race, 

Bledsoe, ATF, Covid numbers 
 

10-29 
rallies, Bledsoe, can you change your vote, Supreme Court, Congressman Jeff 

Duncan interview, Drew McKissick segment, boneheads, ATF 
 
  



 

10-30 

Bledsoe, election, Dinesh D'Souza interview, Lindsey Graham interview, senate 
race, polling numbers, gun control 

 
11-2 

Exit polling, Election, Josh Kimbrel calls to defent self, Nate Leupp interview, 
Replay of Lindsey interview, Hunter laptop 

 
11-3 

Election day, Tuesday with Timmons, AG Alan Wilson interview, ATF 
 

11-4 
Election reaction, Dave Schwartz segment 

 
11-5 

Election reaction, Drew McKissick segment, John Warren interview 

 
11-6 

Election reaction 
 

11-9 
Election results, Alex Trebek dies, Biden 

 
11-10 

Election results, Fox News, Tracy Beanz interview,  
 

11-11 
Veteran's Day salute, Election, By hand recount in GA, Dave Schwartz segment, 

Trusting the gov,  
 

11-12 

Election, News media, Drew McKissick segment, Fox News 
 

11-13 Jim Bo 
Election, Wastewater takeover, Covid, Operation Warp Speed, Stimulus bill 

 
11-16 

election, Covid-19, Danish pandemic law, million MAGA March in DC, recount GA, 
voter fraud, turkey talk line with Barbara Robinson from  Butterball, voting 

machines, Sidney Powell 
 

11-17 
election, Million MAGA March, Covid-19, Facebook and Twitter Hearing, 

boneheads, Covid and holidays, ATF 



 

11-18 

Covid, GA recount, election lawsuits, vaccine, Dave Schwartz segment, Covid 
shutdowns, masks 

 
11-19 

election, Giuliani, Drew McKissick segment, masks, Covid restrictions 
 

11-20 
election lawsuits, Fox news, recounts, artificial satellites, Biden, WKRP Great 

Turkey Drop 
 

11-23 - JimBo 
election, Sidney Powell no longer on Trump's legal team, GA recount 

 
11-24 - JimBo 

Biden's cabinet, election, Covid restrictions for Thanksgiving 

 
11-25 - JimBo 

election, Pumpkin or Pecan pie?, holiday foods, convention of states 
 

11-26 - Thanksgiving Day - Best of Show 
 

11-27 - JimBo 
election lawsuits, Thanksgiving, Biden/Harris, pardons, Covid vaccine, who do we 

tip at holidays? 
 

11-30 
Biden fractures foot, Covid, voting machines, Cyber Monday, election, AZ recount, 

boneheads, ATF 
 

12-1 

drugs and lethal injection, election, voter fraud, Covid vaccine, social security 
scam, Tuesdays with Timmons 

 
12-2 

GA recount, Walter Williams dies, election, Dave Schwartz segment, new media 
reality, voter fraud, ATF, Covid 

 
12-3 

AOC sweatshirt, election, Germany raid, Drew McKissick segment, Harry Kibler 
talks RINO Christmas party, election fraud, Biden, boneheads 

 
12-4 

GA fraud, election, hearings, planet alignment, ATF, Covid, Florida Man stories 



 

12-7 

election hearings and lawsuits, Pearl Harbor Day, Covid vaccine, Alan Kay talks 
sewer, Rudy, boneheads, ATF 

 
12-8 

Covid vaccine, election fraud, e-learning, ATF, TX fraud lawsuit, Bob is leaving 
announced 

 
12-9 

Supreme Court and election lawsuits, Bob's retirement, Dave Schwartz segment, 
Fox rating, boneheads 

 
12-10 

Bob retires, Swalwell tied to Chinese spy, Drew McKissick segment, Hunter, 
boneheads 

 

12-11 - JimBo 
election, blocking cell signals in prisons, election lawsuits, GA runoff, Hunter, 

immigration, SCOTUS denies Republican lawsuit 
 

12-14 
electoral voting, voting machines, election, introducing Charlie James, AG Barr 

resigns, ATF 
 

12-15 
election, Mitch McConnell, Meet Charlie James, had enough of the political parties, 

secession, Congressman Jeff Duncan interview, ATF 
 

12-16 
Election, GA runoff, Dave Schwartz segment, boneheads, Charlie James 

 

12-17 
election, Bob retires, McConnell, Drew McKissick segment, Charlie James, 

boneheads 
 

12-18 
vaccine, farewell Bob, Charlie James, Trump 

 
12-21 

Covid relief bill, Bob farewell, election, masks 
 

12-22 - Bob's Last Day 
Farewell Bob 

 



 

12-23 - Charlie James First Day 

Covid relief bill, William Timmons interview, Drew McKissick interview, vaccine, 
masks, Gretchen Smith interview 

 
12-24 Jim Bo 

Hunter Biden, Election, Pelosi, Stimulus bill pork. Christmas  


